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Summary
Cores from the Carson Creek North isolated carbonate buildup and oil field record a highfrequency (4th-order) sequence stratigraphic framework in the reef member of the Swan Hills
Formation. The high-frequency sequences are primary controls on lithofacies and reservoir quality
distribution within the field and form two 3rd-order sequences that constrain regional correlations
within the Beaverhill Lake Group across the Western Canada Basin.

Introduction
The Swan Hills Formation (latest Givetian – earliest Frasnian) is part of the regional Beaverhill
Lake Group in the Western Canada Basin, which also includes the Waterways (shale and
carbonate), Slave Point (carbonate), and Fort Vermillion (evaporite) Formations. The Swan Hills
forms a regional carbonate shelf complex in the western part of central and southern Alberta, and
is partly equivalent to the Waterways and Slave Point Formations located in basinal areas to the
east. The Swan Hills is informally divided into lower (platform) and upper (reef) members. Carson
Creek North and other nearby fields (eg. Judy Creek, Swan Hills, Virginia Hills) represent
analogous oil-bearing isolated buildups in the Swan Hills reef member at the northeastern end of
the complex.
Carson Creek North was discovered in 1961, and consists of two oil pools (A- and B-pools)
representing individual buildups separated by a narrow channel. A stratigraphic study of the Aand B-pools using ~4100 m of core from 90 wells drilled prior to 1996 revealed a very close
similarity with the stratigraphic framework published for the neighboring Judy Creek buildup
(Wendte 1992; Wendte & Muir 1995), consequently similar stratigraphic terminology was used at
Carson Creek North. The current study attempts to integrate the high-frequency cycles and
sequences from Carson Creek North (and other buildups) within the regional hierarchichal

sequence stratigraphic nomenclature established for the Western Canada Basin (Potma et al
2001, Wong et al 2016).

Theory and Method
Using Judy Creek nomenclature, the Swan Hills reef member at Carson Creek North contains, in
ascending order, five high-frequency sequences (R0.5, R1, R2, R3, R4) that correspond to
changes in position of the reef margin with time (Figure 1). The R0.5 forms a transgressiveregressive sequence associated with initial reef development and rapid basinward progradation of
the reef margin. The sequence boundary exhibits locally-developed subaerial exposure. The R1 is
a thin aggradational sequence whose
reef margin formed slightly basinward
of the R0.5 margin, possibly due to
local lowstand conditions that
developed during subaerial exposure of
the R0.5 sequence. Reef margin
backsteps are associated with the R2,
R3 and R4 sequences. The R4
sequence is capped by a prominent
field-wide subaerial exposure surface
that has been recognized as an intraformational Swan Hills unconformity
(Wendte & Muir 1995). Above the R4,
the uppermost portion of the Carson Creek North buildups consist of poorly-defined ramp/shoal
cycles that lack indications of subaerial exposure. Collectively they represent backstepping
shallowing-upward intervals that culminated with the drowning of both buildups. This upper
interval has occasionally been referred to as the R5 cycle using the Judy Creek terminology.
At Carson Creek North, the R4 unconformity is associated with ~10m of paleotopography
interpreted as largely erosional, based on the mapped thickness pattern formed by the top R1 to
top R4 interval (R1-R4). The top of the R1 occupies a low position in the TST of the 3rd-order
sequence bounded by the R0.5 and R4 markers and forms a relatively flat reference surface. It is
recognizable on logs from the buildup interior at the top of an interval with an elevated GR signal
above the R0.5 surface. The R4 unconformity is associated with a green shale-breccia interval
that produces a distinctive GR marker on most well logs.
The R0.5 and R4 markers are interpreted to represent regional 3rd-order sequence boundaries in
the Beaverhill Lake Group (Figure 2). Both surfaces have been identified as unconformities in the
Judy Creek buildup (Chow & Wendte 2011). The R4 has been widely correlated regionally,
although its position within the Beaverhill Lake Group has been debated (eg. Potma et al 2001;
Wendte & Uyeno 2005). The presence of erosional relief on the R4 at Carson Creek North
suggests a greater time gap associated with the unconformity than previously recognized, and
suggests that the regional sequence boundary lies at an exposure surface separating normal
marine shelf carbonates from overlying non-contiguous evaporitic shelf carbonates within the
Moberly Member of the Beaverhill Lake Group, representing an abrupt basinward facies shift.

Examples
Cores selected for the display illustrate various
themes related to buildup stratigraphy and reservoir
quality at Carson Creek North:
Two separate cores from 6-6-62-11W5M demonstrate
the initial development of the Swan Hills buildup
leading up to the R0.5 sequence boundary. The lower
core contains the contact between the Swan Hills
platform and reef members, marked by the first
appearance of cylindrical and bulbous
stromatoporoids above Amphipora beds comprising
the platform member. Localized thickets of these
larger stromatoporoids eventually coalesced into a
single mound complex at the base of the buildup (see
Figure 1), marking the change from regional platform
deposition to isolated reef accumulation. The upper
core shows a reef slope interval (indicated by platy
and tabular stromatoporoids) followed by lagoonal
sediments containing Amphipora without the
appearance of a reef margin. The slope carbonates
represent the rapid highstand progradation of the R0.5
margin, while the sudden appearance of lagoonal
beds suggests up-dip subaerial exposure on the R0.5
sequence boundary, accompanied by a basinward
shift of the R1 reef margin. Another core (14-15-6212W5M) shows an example of subaerial exposure on
the R0.5 sequence boundary.
Cores from 16-35-61-12W5M and 6-31-61-11W5M are examples of reservoir quality control by
environment and facies. The lagoonal environments in the R1 though R4 sequences consist of
meter-scale shallowing-upward cycles of Amphipora facies, where porosity is controlled by
grainstone intervals within the cycles. Vertical continuity is restricted by cementation in muddy
tidal flat beds or other shallow facies at the tops of the cycles, or else by dark-colored mudstones
with Amphipora at the cycle bases (16-35 core). Total porosity and vertical porosity continuity both
improve in grainstone-rich cycles more proximal to reef margins (6-31 core).
Cores across the R4 reveal relationships between paleotopography and facies successions above
and below the unconformity. Regions of greater erosion (low areas) show pronounced
diageneticallly altered non-cyclic interior facies extending continuously for several meters below
the unconformity. Deeper environments are absent within this interval. The unconformity itself is
marked by a green clay layer containing clasts from the underlying lithology (core from 8-2-6212W5M). Above the unconformity, an interval containing up to a few meters of restricted lagoonal
muds and tidal flat deposits precedes deposition of the R5 ramp-shoal cycles, indicating local
restriction caused by erosional lows or karst depressions. In areas of less erosion (high areas),

the diagenesis related to subaerial exposure is developed in reef margin or near-reef facies (core
from 6-34-61-12W5M). Green clay often occurs in early voids below the unconformity rather than
as a discrete shale layer, and the unconformity is overlain directly by the ramp-shoal cycles. In
such settings, the GR response normally associated with the R4 surface may be suppressed. A
core from 16-26-61-12W5M, drilled in the narrow channel south of the B-pool buildup, contains
mostly non-porous off-reef sedimentary breccias, skeletal packstones and grainstones and other
facies in the Waterways Formation. The log interval represented by this core can be correlated
with an interval immediately above the equivalent R4 surface in the Moberly Member (BHL3.1,
Figure 2), suggesting that at least some of the debris may have accumulated during erosion of the
Swan Hills buildups.

Conclusions
The prominent GR marker indicating the R4 unconformity and the transgressive-regressive facies
stacking characterizing the R0.5 / R1 sequences can both be observed at many margin locations
along the Swan Hills shelf complex, permitting regional correlation of the Swan Hills shelf with the
Beaverhill Lake 3rd-order sequence boundaries. The prolonged interval of exposure required to
develop erosional relief on the R4 unconformity at Carson Creek North is interpreted as
corresponding to an interval at the base of the BHL3.1 sequence in the Waterways Basin
representing a detached lowstand (Collins 2016), featuring rapid westward progradation and basin
fill accompanied by the sudden appearance of evaporitic facies in equivalent carbonate units.
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